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Abstract 
Comparison is a routine activity in human Decision making 
particularly while performing on line transactions. However, it 
is not that much  easy to know what to compare and finding 
out the  alternatives. In this work , we examine the mining of 
comparable entities from comparative questions that are posted 
by the users online to study the difficulties involved in this. we 
have studied the  weakly supervised bootstrapping approach 
for comparative question identification and comparable entity 
extraction by leveraging a large collection of online question 
bank.  The literature review revealed that this  method gets an  F1-
measure of 82.5 percent in identification of  comparative question 
and 83.3 percent in comparable entity extraction. 
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Introduction
For making decisions we normally  Compare alternative options. 
If someone is interested in certain products such as digital 
cameras, he or she would want to know what the alternatives are 
and compare different cameras before making a purchase. This 
type of comparison activity is very common in our daily life but 
requires high knowledge skill. In the World Wide Web era, a 
comparison activity typically involves: search for relevant web 
pages containing information about the targeted products, find 
competing products, read reviews, and identify pros and cons. 
In this paper, we focus on finding a set of comparable entities 
given user’s input entity to mine comparators from comparative 
questions, we first have to detect whether a question is comparative 
or not. According to our definition, a comparative question has to be 
a question with intent to compare at least two entities. Please note 
that a question containing at least two entities is not a comparative 
question if it does not have comparison intent. However, we 
observe that a question is very likely to be a comparative question 
if it contains at least two entities. We leverage this insight and 
develop a weakly supervised  bootstrapping method to identify 
comparative questions and extract comparators simultaneously.  
The comparative questions and comparators can be thus defined 
as: 

Comparative question: •	 A question that in- tends to compare 
two or more entities and it has to mention these entities 
explicitly in the question. 
Comparator: •	 An entity which is a target of comparison in 
a comparative question. 

Fig. 1: Architecture of the Decision Making System

comparator mining is related to the research on entity and relation 
extraction in information extraction Specifically, the most relevant 
work is mining comparative sentences and relations. Their methods 
applied class sequential rules (CSR) and label sequential rules 
(LSR) learned from annotated corpora to identify comparative 
sentences and extract comparative relations respectively in the 
news and review domains. The same techniques can be applied to 
comparative question identification and comparator mining from 
questions. This methods typically can achieve high precision but 
suffer from low recall. Cannot find easily to mining the data. We 
present a novel weakly supervised method to identify comparative 
questions and extract comparator pairs simultaneously. We rely 
on the key insight that a good comparative question identification 
pattern should extract good comparators, and a good comparator 
pair should occur in good comparative questions to bootstrap 
the extraction and identification process. By leveraging large 
amount of unlabeled data and the bootstrapping process with slight 
supervision to determine four parameters. To ensure high precision 
and high recall, we develop a weakly-supervised bootstrapping 
method for comparative question identification and comparable 
entity extraction by leveraging a large amount of data.
Pattern Generation(comparable Entity) has three different 
forms: 

Lexical patterns • 
Generalized patterns • 
Specialized patterns • 

Lexical patterns: 
A lexical pattern can be too specific. Thus, we generalize lexical 
patterns by replacing one or more words with their POS tags. 2𝑛 
− 1 generalized patterns can be produced from a lexical pattern 
containing N words excluding $Cs. 

Specialized Patterns: 
In some cases, a pattern can be too general. For example, although 
a question “ipod or zune?” is comparative, the pattern “<$C or 
$C>” is too general, and there can be many non-comparative 
questions matching the pattern, for instance, “true or false?”. For 
this reason, we perform pattern specialization by adding POS tags 
to all comparator slots. For example ,from the lexical pattern “<$C 
or $C>”and the question “ipod or zune?”, “<$C/NNor $C/NN?>” 
will be produced as a specialized pattern. 

Pattern Evaluation (Comparable Questions): 
In complete knowledge about reliable comparator pairs. For 
example, very few reliable pairs are generally discovered in 
early stage of bootstrapping. In this case, the value of might 
be underestimated which could affect the effectiveness of on 
distinguishing IEPs from non-reliable patterns. We mitigate this 
problem by a look ahead procedure. Let us denote the set of 
candidate patterns at the iteration k by. We define the support 𝑆 for 
comparator pair 𝑐 which can be extracted by 𝑃 𝑘 and does not exist 
in the current reliable set. According to these two assumptions, 
we study the bootstrapping process as shown in fig. 2. The 
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bootstrapping method initiates with a single IEP. From this, we 
excerpt a group of primary seed comparator couples. 

Fig. 2: Overview of Bootstrapping Algorithm

For every comparator couple, all queries which contain the couple 
are saved from a question database and considered as comparative 
queries. From the comparative queries and comparator couples, all 
possible sequential patterns are created and estimated by measuring 
their dependability score. Patterns calculated as dependable ones 
are IEPs and are inserted into an IEP repository. At that time, new 
comparator couples are mined from the question group using the 
newest IEPs. The new comparators are inserted to a dependable 
comparator repository and used as fresh seeds for pattern learning 
in the next repetition. The overview of bootstrapping algorithm is 
shown below, where the databases store seed pairs and question 
archive and from them relevant data is extracted.

Conclusion
It presents a new supervised method for identifying comparative 
question sand extraction of comparator pairs simultaneously. The 
experimental results show that the method is effective in both 
comparative question identification and comparator extraction. 
The comparator mining results can be used for a commerce search 
or product recommendation system.
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